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THE i4 NEUROLEADER™ METHODOLOGY

CERTIFICATION & DIPLOMA PROGRAM GUIDE

TOOLS TO EXPAND
YOUR BRAIN-FRIENDLY
COACHING AND
CONSULTING PRACTICE



WE BELIEVE THAT DEMOCRATISING 
LEADERSHIP  AND MAKING 
PEOPLE AWARE OF HOW TO  
APPLY THE LATEST FINDINGS  
FROM THE FIELDS OF 
SCIENCE  AND WELLNESS   

IS CRITICAL FOR BUSINESS 
SUCCESS IN THE 21ST CENTURY.
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A great opportunity lies ahead for those 
consultants who are passionate about developing 
people in an era where imagination has become 
essential, as knowledge is no longer enough. 

If you are a coach, learning/organisational 
development professional or a business leader, 
you may have already noticed that leadership 
needs to be taught at all levels, for people to have 
the ability to bring their ideas to fruition. 
 
 

These concepts are the basis of our proposition 
and the core of our i4 Neuroleader™ Model & 
Methodology, designed to embed these new ways 
of thinking for the future of work. Exciting times are 
ahead for those who are willing to expand their 
thinking and incorporate new knowledge into their 
service offering. 

By participating in our programs, you will become 
more aware of the human behind the leader and 
better understand how biology plays a role in the 
development of leaders.

The world of work has changed forever.  
To improve connection within organisations,  
understanding how we function as human beings 
has become paramount. This includes learning 
how each of us feel, imagine and intuit, so we 
can inspire ourselves and others. People want to 
go to work and use their thinking and ideas to 
drive growth. 

Some organisations are beginning to understand 
that flexibility and brain-friendly environments  
are critical to support their staff in this new way  
of working. Most businesses, with a few exceptions,  
are slowly adapting to this new reality.

SILVIA DAMIANO

A NOTE FROM
THE CREATOR OF i4

BEING EFFECTIVE AT MANAGING 
A TEAM OR LEADING AN 
ORGANISATION REQUIRES 
HAVING A BALANCED & 
HEALTHY BRAIN & BODY, 
AS THIS SIGNIFICANTLY 
INFLUENCES DECISIONS  
AND ACTIONS.
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THE TRADITIONAL COACHING 
APPROACH THAT WE HAVE  
USED FOR DECADES 
IS IN TRANSITION.

The points below describe some of the trends that 
are impacting the way we coach. These can help 
understand ‘why’ we need to consider a new road 
map for developing people.

 ƽ Neuroscience research has emerged strongly 
in the past two decades, shedding new light 
into brain functioning and its impact on how 
we understand human behaviour, decision-
making, the development of new habits and the 
interactions we have with one another.

 ƽ The Covid-19 pandemic and the isolation 
caused by the lock downs have made 
people re-prioritise their lives and realise the 
importance of maintaining their wellbeing and 
mental health rather than succumbing to the 
stress caused by intrusive technology and  
unsustainable work patterns.

 ƽ A new era of ‘hybrid work’ has posed a 
challenge for leaders and their organisations 
when it comes to retaining talent as well as 
maintaining the levels of trust required to 
achieve the necessary business outcomes. 
Research is showing that rising salaries and 
improving benefits won’t be sufficient if the 
basic human needs of connection, belonging 
and feeling valued are ignored.

The impact of these trends on individuals, teams 
and workplaces is a game changer. Independently 
of what coaching model or process you currently 
use, you will be able to add a new layer of concepts 
and tools that will expand the way you work with 
your clients. 

We believe that completing this program will not 
only equip you with evidence-based knowledge but 
will also provide new elements that are not usually 
included in conventional coaching programs.

In light of these changes, we have put together a 
virtual experience that will permeate every aspect 
of your being. Together with a team of top-notch 
professionals, we believe that tackling a world 
‘beyond VUCA’ requires that each of us, without 
exception, transition to a new way of being.

Since 2013, we have been certifying Practitioners  
in how to use the i4 Neuroleader™ Methodology to 
run brain-based programs which include how  
to provide effective 360° feedback using the  
i4 Neuroleader™ Assessment. 

 

Our i4 Practitioners’ testimonials have been  
so encouraging that we are celebrating the  
10 year anniversary since the launch of the 
i4 Neuroleader™ Certification, with the 2023 release 
of the Diploma of Neurobiology of Coaching, 
Wellbeing & Brain-Friendly Practices.

Learning with us means that together, we will be 
creating the workplaces of the future. 

Join us to create a more brain-friendly world! 
 

 
 

SILVIA DAMIANO 
Founder 
About my Brain Institute 
www.aboutmybrain.com/silviadamiano
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Two years ago, I made the decision to become 
certified in the i4 NEUROLEADER™   
Assessment & Methodology. I chose this tool 
over others because I felt it more accurately 
reflected and assessed the behaviours,  
traits and abilities people need to develop 
to lead and manage change in  21st Century 
workplace environments. 

I truly believe this certification was a great addition 
to my tool kit. It was by far the most innovative 
assessment tool I had come across in my career,  
it was backed up by neuroscience and I was 
excited about the possibilities it could bring to the 
people I worked with. 

TESTIMONIAL FROM A CERTIFIED
i4 NEUROLEADER™ PRACTITIONER

My decision was validated when a top CEO client 
chose the i4 Neuroleader™ Model over other 
popular leadership models and assessments he 
had used in the past, to embark on an organisation 
wide “Creating a Brain-Friendly Culture” Program. 

In the past 18 months, I have had the privilege of 
consulting on this project, working with teams and 
individuals across the organisation. 

Does ‘privilege’ sound cliché? Perhaps, but I do not 
take the word lightly. The impact that I have seen 
this program have on individuals and the collective, 
has been nothing short of amazing.

After this experience, I decided to collaborate with 
the About my Brain Institute in the development 
of their online offering as I firmly believe that this 
program can help many others across the globe.

I wholeheartedly recommend i4!

MELINDA HILLS 
Learning & Development Specialist

TO READ MELINDA'S FULL 
CASE STUDY ARTICLE,  
VISIT OUR WEBSITE & BLOG!

www.aboutmybrain.com/case-studies
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I completed this course wondering if it was going  
to be “just one more of these leadership models”, 

but I was curious to discover the links with 
neuroscience and I have been blown away!  

The i4 Neuroleader Model really is  
something different! I discovered a model, 
a mindset and tool that really address the 

challenges of today’s complex and fast moving 
work space. It opens the perspective of the 

evolutionary leader of the 21st century,  
and for me as a coach, i4 gives me a new 
roadmap and powerful strategies to share  

with my clients so they can truly decide how 
they want to show up and develop in their lives.

 

 
NATHALIE BARON

Coach, Trainer & Personal Branding Strategist
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LEADERS AND THEIR
IMPACT ON CULTURE

BUILDING THE HUMAN CAPITAL  
TO DEVELOP ORGANISATIONAL 
RESILIENCE  & SUSTAINABILITY    

IS UNDOUBTEDLY AMONGST  
THE MOST CHALLENGING 
VENTURES BUT ALSO  
THE MOST REWARDING.
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THESE THREE TRENDS  
HAVE NOW SURPASSED 
WORKFORCE PLANNING, 
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT 
AND PEOPLE ANALYTICS. 
AS INTEREST SHIFTS TOWARDS  
THE IMPORTANCE OF 
DEVELOPING LEADERS 
AT ALL LEVELS AND 
IMPROVING THEIR OVERALL  
WELLBEING TO INCREASE 
PERFORMANCE,  WE BELIEVE 
THAT INVESTING TIME TO 
LEARN THE LATEST SCIENCE 
DISCOVERIES APPLIED 
TO LEADERSHIP IS CRITICAL 
WHEN ADDRESSING  
THESE TRENDS.

When we develop the HUMAN  behind  
the LEADER  , collaboration and innovation  
flourishes. This can help the ongoing  
process of creating an engaging and  
high performing culture. 

Based on a recent Deloitte Global Study,  
culture development continues to be one  
of the three main talent trends. As outlined in  
this report, the 3 priorities for organisations  
globally in the next years are:

As a HR Executive, I have been searching 
for tools and resources that are evidence 
based and holistic in ‘what’ they assess.  
Finally, I have found what I was looking  

for with the i4 Neuroleader™ Certification. 
The i4 Neuroleader™ Assessment  

are state-of-the-art and the reports are 
informative, detailed and visually intuitive.  
It is great that I now have a tool to develop 

leaders across the globe in this VUCA world!
 

 
 

STUART JENNER
General Manager Capability and Culture

1
CULTURE & 

ENGAGEMENT

2
LEADERSHIP 

DEVELOPMENT

3
LEARNING & 

DEVELOPMENT
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THE LEADERSHIP  
DEVELOPMENT DISCIPLINE  
NEEDS UPDATED MODELS  ,  
TOOLS AND METHODOLOGIES 
THAT CAN GUIDE LEADERS  AND 
ORGANISATIONS TO LEAD MORE 
EFFECTIVELY  AND CREATIVELY   
BEYOND A VUCA  WORLD. 

THE i4 NEUROLEADER™
MODEL & METHODOLOGY
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TO RESOLVE THE 
AMBIGUITY  OF OUR 

TIMES, IN WHICH THE 
SEQUENCES OF SIMPLE 

AND LINEAR ‘CAUSE 
AND EFFECT’ NO 
LONGER WORK.

TO REALISE THE 
CONNECTIONS 

BETWEEN DIFFERENT 
VARIABLES IN THIS 
COMPLEX  WORLD,
A BALANCED AND 

INTEGRATED BRAIN  
IS KEY.

TO HELP OVERCOME 
THE UNCERTAINTY  

CREATED BY 
UNPREDICTABLE 

CIRCUMSTANCES.

TO DEAL EFFECTIVELY 
WITH VOLATILE  

CONDITIONS THAT  
ARE GENERATED 
BY CONTINUOUS 

CHANGE.

V

IMAGINATION INTEGRATIONINSPIRATION INTUITION

U C A

THE LEADERSHIP  
DEVELOPMENT DISCIPLINE  
NEEDS UPDATED MODELS  ,  
TOOLS AND METHODOLOGIES 
THAT CAN GUIDE LEADERS  AND 
ORGANISATIONS TO LEAD MORE 
EFFECTIVELY  AND CREATIVELY   
BEYOND A VUCA  WORLD. 

These 4 abilities are: integration, inspiration, 
imagination and intuition. They sit under the  
meta-competencies of Performance, 
Collaboration, Innovation & Agility. These are 
the most desired competencies by organisations 
around the world to face today's challenges.

THE ABILITIES OF THE 
i4 NEUROLEADER™ MODEL  
WHEN MEASURED & EXPLORED 
IN DEPTH CAN HELP LEADERS 
NAVIGATE THE CHALLENGES OF 
THIS NEW WORLD & IMPROVE 
THEIR EFFECTIVENESS 
AND WELLBEING. 

PERFORMANCECOLLABORATIONINNOVATION AGILITY

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR 
THINKING, DOWNLOAD THE  
i4 NEUROLEADER MANIFESTO!

aboutmybrain.com/i4manifesto
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The i4 Neuroleader Certification has opened 
my eyes to the way we often fail as leaders 
and how my leadership needed to improve.

 
 

 

STEPHEN MURRAY
Public Service Leader
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WHO IS THIS
PROGRAM FOR?

USE THIS CHECKLIST   
TO DETERMINE IF THIS 
PROGRAM IS RIGHT FOR YOU.

I AM PASSIONATE ABOUT 
DEVELOPING PEOPLE

I AM KEEN TO LEARN ABOUT 
THE LATEST NEUROSCIENCE 
CONCEPTS AND TOOLS

I AM LOOKING TO GAIN 
ADDITIONAL ICF - CCE 
LEARNING HOURS &  
CPD POINTS

I WANT TO LEARN MORE 
ABOUT HOW TO APPLY BRAIN 
SCIENCE TO MY LEADERSHIP 
AND COACHING PRACTICE

I WANT A BRAIN-BASED 
LEADERSHIP CERTIFICATION 
TO ADD TO MY CURRICULUM

I WANT A NEW TYPE 
OF 360° ASSESSMENT TOOL 
AND GREAT RESOURCES  
FOR MY CLIENTS

I WANT TO GROW  
AS A PERSON & DEVELOP  
MY TEAM

The i4 Neuroleader™ Certification and the 
Diploma of Neurobiology of Coaching, 
Wellbeing & Brain-Friendly Practices is aimed 
at ANYONE  interested in personal 
development and the application of brain-based 
leadership, wellbeing and ‘neurocoaching’ in a 
professional or personal setting.

This program is directed at coaches who are 
looking to make the transition from traditional 
coaching to ‘neurocoaching’. However, if you 
are a leader or professional who is starting out 
in the coaching world, this program will provide 
you with a fantastic foundation should you elect 
to undertake further coaching or teacher trainer 
studies at a later stage.

Any of these 2 programs are relevant if you are a:

	ƽ Leadership consultant, facilitator, HR, L&D, OD 
and team development professional

	ƽ Change agent/culture transformation specialist

	ƽ Talent & human potential strategist

	ƽ Executive coach, life coach, mentor 
and educator

	ƽ Wellbeing health coach, trainer or Yoga teacher

	ƽ Psychologist or Therapist

	ƽ Student of management and related disciplines

	ƽ Entrepreneur and business leader

	ƽ Team leader & manager

	ƽ Innovation coach

	ƽ Agile methodology consultant

	ƽ Product manager & strategic advisor

	ƽ Service design & design thinking specialist
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THE CERTIFICATION IS WORTH 
48 HOURS  IN ICF - CCE 
AS WELL AS CPD CREDITS.

THE BREAKDOWN FOR 
ICF - CCE HOURS IS: 

ƽ	33 CORE COMPETENCIES
ƽ	15 RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

THE DIPLOMA* IS WORTH 
60 HOURS  + 72 HOURS OF 
RECOMMENDED STUDY TIME.

*The Diploma component starts in August 2023
and is in the process of acquiring the
accreditation for 60 hours of ICF CCE.
However since the i4 Neuroleader™ Certification
is included in this program, you will gain
48 accredited hours with ICF CCE in addition to
the future 60 hours.

INDUSTRY RECOGNISED
GLOBALLY ACCREDITED 

The i4 Neuroleader™ Certification is accredited 
by the International Coach Federation 
Continuing Coach Education (CCE) and  
the CPD Certification Service. 

The i4 Neuroleader™ Program has been industry 
recognised by the ‘The 100% Human At Work’ 
‘Virgin Unite’ Initiative and voted as one of the 
Best Leadership Development Programs by the 
‘Australian Institute of Training & Development’ for 
the work with the Australian Stock Exchange.

Our program also includes 16 exclusive interviews 
from the ‘Make Me A Leader’ Documentary, a film 
that has won 8 international awards:

	ƽ Winner August 2018 
Hollywood International Independent 
Documentary Awards

	ƽ Winner Best Documentary Feature 2018 
Los Angeles Independent Film Festival Awards

	ƽ Winner Best Director 2018 
Los Angeles Independent Film Festival Awards

	ƽ Winner Best Production in a Feature 
Documentary 2018 
Global Nonviolent Film Festival

	ƽ Winner Merit Award of Awareness 2018 
Awareness Film Festival

	ƽ Official Selection 2018 
Lift-Off Global Network Amsterdam

	ƽ Finalist July 2018 
Oniros Film Awards

	ƽ Semi-Finalist 2018 
Hollywood Screenings Film Festival
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LEARNING MODE

The i4 Neuroleader™ Certification is an asynchronous 
48-hour self-paced online program that can be 
completed at any time within a 12-month period.

You can choose how much time you want to 
dedicate to the program within the year. As an 
example: with 4 hours of study time per week, 
you can complete it in as little as 3 months. 

After you finish the certification you can choose  
to upgrade to the Diploma and obtain the title of 
‘Brain-Friendly Coach’.

OVERVIEW

Boost your leadership development practice 
with the latest ideas, tools, teaching methods 
and resources. Become an i4 Neuroleader™ 
Practitioner and conduct memorable brain-
based leadership and wellbeing programs 
designed to develop brain-friendly leaders, 
teams & cultures.

CERTIFICATION - 48 HOURS
ASYNCHRONOUS COMPONENT

OUTCOMES

 ƽ Obtain the title of i4 Neuroleader™ Practitioner.

 ƽ Learn what it means to transition from leader 
to neuroleader.

 ƽ Become familiar with the i4 Neuroleader™ Model 
and learn how to explain its neurobiological 
fundamentals.

 ƽ Assess yourself with the 360° Feedback 
i4 Neuroleader™ Assessment.

 ƽ Learn how to set-up and administer  
the i4 Neuroleader™ Assessment.

 ƽ Become comfortable in debriefing the  
i4 Neuroleader™ Report with your clients.

 ƽ Learn a structured approach and strategies of 
how to create brain-friendly leaders, teams and 
cultures with the i4 Neuroleader™ Methodology.

 ƽ Gain the knowledge to present on the  
i4 Neuroleader™ Model and the competencies 
required to be fit for the future.

 ƽ Get introduced to neurocoaching & biohacking.
aboutmybrain.com/certification
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OVERVIEW

Expand your coaching skills and learn new 
processes to transform your practice. Become 
a ‘Brain-Friendly Coach’ and help your clients 
be more conscious, productive, healthier and 
happier by developing the abilities of brain & body 
integration, inspiration, imagination & intuition. 

LEARNING MODE

The Diploma of Neurobiology of Coaching, 
Wellbeing & Brain-Friendly Practices is a 60 hour 
synchronous program that runs over 6-months.  
In addition, the i4 Neuroleader™ Certification 
48-hours asynchronous component is added to  
this program, making the total diploma 108 hours  
of learning, which can also be completed 
over a 12 month period.

Time commitment for this component includes:

 ƽ 22 weeks x 120-minute live facilitated online 
group sessions (total contact hours = 44)

 ƽ 1 week x 2 hours self-paced lesson  
recorded session

 ƽ 1 week x 6 hours of individual and group 
assignment preparation

 ƽ 6 hours of coaching practice

 ƽ 90-minute one-on-one coaching session

 ƽ 24 weeks x recommended 3 hours of study/
homework - includes a mix of additional 
reading, self-paced exercises, watching videos, 
journalling, quizzes (total self-paced hours = 72)

DIPLOMA - 60 HOURS
SYNCHRONOUS COMPONENT

OUTCOMES

 ƽ Obtain the title of Brain-Friendly Coach

 ƽ Learn how to conduct brain-friendly coaching 
interventions using biology and neuroscience 
as a guiding compass.

 ƽ Understand how to achieve a better integration 
of mind/brain & body and become more 
inspirational, imaginative and intuitive. 

 ƽ Explore how to take care of yourself, approach 
complex issues, strategize and notice things 
that might be invisible to the eyes of others.

 ƽ Teach your client’s brain to redirect its efforts 
and create novel neural pathways that are more 
effective and long lasting. Going through this 
experience yourself will show you the path to 
help others do the same.

 ƽ Enhance your practice by acquiring leading 
edge techniques on how to regulate brain/body 
reactions and the autonomic nervous system.

 ƽ Amplify your personal leadership by increasing 
your knowledge with experts in the field.aboutmybrain.com/diploma
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The i4 Neuroleader Certification was easy 
to use, engaging and very logically laid out  

and presented. The experience of completing  
this program was enjoyable, in particular 

because I was able to stop and start and do  
it at my own pace as well as pick and choose  
the additional resources that I found to be 
of interest and explore some areas further.

 
 

LETTIE DALTON 
Coach & Leadership Consultant

PRICING &
WHAT’S INCLUDED
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Payment plans available
Pricing in USD only

Local sales TAX is calculated based on billing address

	ƽ With 300 lessons and over 40 hours of short 
video lectures, you will learn from 35 dynamic 
presenters, scientists, coaches and leadership 
experts. We also include over 100 downloadable 
resources and an exceptional bibliography.

	ƽ Although this is a self-paced learning experience, 
you will also have access to dedicated email 
support throughout the whole process. To make 
things even more 'human' you will get a 75-minute 
video call with one of our coaches to debrief  
your results. You can also book a 30-minute  
on-boarding session at any time.

	ƽ As part of Assignment 1 in this program,  
you will be required to experience your own  
i4 Neuroleader™ Assessment. You will gain access 
to a variety of learning resources, a self-paced 
debrief guide, our library of eBooks (including 
‘Brain-Friendly Leadership’ & ‘Leadership Is Upside 
Down’ and the ‘i4 Neuroleader Compendium’),  
16 exclusive interviews from the 8-time award-
winning ’Make Me A Leader‘ Documentary  
(Valued at US$295).

	ƽ We include free access to the i4 Practitioner License 
for you to get acquainted with everything this 
license has to offer. During this time, you will have 
access to our teaching resources, slide decks, 
facilitator guides and affiliate program amongst 
other great benefits. In addition, you will receive 
2 x i4 Neuroleader™ Assessment credits to conduct 
your practice debriefs which is part of Assignment 2 
(Valued at US$590).

	ƽ All the features and benefits that are outlined in 
the i4 Neuroleader™ Certification are included in 
the Diploma, as well as the 12 months access to 
the i4 Practitioner License (Total value US$3,060).

	ƽ In addition to the assessments you receive as 
part of the i4 Neuroleader™ Certification, we will 
provide you with 4 x additional complimentary 
assessments for you to complete the coaching 
assignments of the Diploma (Valued at US$1,180).

CERTIFICATION DIPLOMA
US$2,175 US$4,150

buy.aboutmybrain.com/diploma

buy.aboutmybrain.com/certification

IF YOU ARE ALREADY CERTIFIED, 
CONTACT US TO UPGRADE TO  
OUR DIPLOMA FOR US$1,975.
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I would strongly recommend the  
i4 Neuroleader™ Certification Program  

for anyone working in the space of leadership, 
coaching or interpersonal skills facilitation.  
This is an incredibly powerful, leading edge 
program that unveils what is truly needed  
of our leaders to be effective, well rounded  

and agile in today's volatile, uncertain,  
complex and ambiguous world. In addition,  
the 360° assessment tool and supporting 

materials are extremely useful in the 
professional development of current and 

emerging leaders to achieve high performance.  
 

 
 

CHRIS PICONE
L&D Specialist & Leadership Coach
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FULL PROGRAM
OUTLINE & STRUCTURE
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WELCOME 
TO THE  

WORLD OF i4ASTART HERE
In Module A you will be introduced to the business 
case of why leadership needs to evolve to meet the 
demands of the 21st Century. You will also learn how  
to expand your offering with brain-based concepts  
and tools applied to the development of leaders, 
teams and organisations. You will become acquainted 
with our leading edge business model, Practitioner 
resources and the i4 Neuroleader™ Model, 
Methodology and Assessment.

Lesson topics include:

	ƽ Leadership is different now

	ƽ The cost of not developing leaders 

	ƽ The importance of creating brain-friendly cultures

	ƽ Educating the leaders of the Imagination Age

	ƽ The development of the i4 Neuroleader™ Model

	ƽ Talent, leadership and i4

	ƽ Applying the i4 Neuroleader™ Methodology

	ƽ i4, wellbeing and mental health

	ƽ Competitor Analysis

	ƽ About our product suite

	ƽ Clients’ feedback on brain-based programs

	ƽ Practitioners’ testimonials and case studies

	ƽ Our business model & practitioner resources

	ƽ Licensing options

	ƽ How to administer the assessment

THE CERTIFICATION COMPONENT 
CONSISTS OF 7 MODULES  
AND 3 ASSIGNMENTS  .
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NEUROSCIENCE 
BASICSB ASSIGNMENT 1

In Module B you will explore the fundamentals of 
the brain and how to maintain this amazing organ 
operating at its best. You will also learn about the 
neurobiology that underpins the i4 Neuroleader™ 
Model 4 competencies and 16 pillars.

Lesson topics include:

	ƽ Insights into a leader’s brain

	ƽ Neuroplasticity & brainwaves

	ƽ How to keep the brain in balance

	ƽ Accessing flow state

	ƽ Subconscious intelligence

	ƽ The neurobiology of integration, inspiration, 
imagination and intuition

	ƽ How creativity works in the brain

	ƽ Brain systems & behaviours

Assignment 1 consists of experiencing your own  
i4 Neuroleader™ Assessment, the self-paced online 
development course and the learning resources that 
complements the assessment.

As part of this assignment, you will have the 
opportunity to attend a 1-on-1 virtual debrief session 
with one of our expert coaches who will run you 
through the results of your i4 Neuroleader™ Report. 

In this session, you will be able to see how the 
assessment debrief takes place since you will be 
conducting practice debrief sessions as part  
of Assignment 2. 

Before moving onto Module C, you will need to:

 ƽ Complete your own assessment

 ƽ Complete the first 2 modules of the self-paced 
online development course to deepen your 
understanding of the product

 ƽ Attend your 1-on-1 virtual debrief session

 ƽ Write a 500 word reflection on your debrief 
experience and assessment results

 ƽ Complete a knowledge quiz

This assignment is a great opportunity to test drive 
and familiarise yourself with the i4 Neuroleader™ 
Assessment, which is the tool you will be using once 
you are certified.
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INTRODUCTION TO 
NEUROCOACHING D

In Module D you will make the transition from 
coaching to neurocoaching by acquiring the 
knowledge to educate your clients on how to best 
leverage from their brain potential when leading 
themselves and others. You will learn a set of proven 
strategies that can assist you in incorporating 
wellbeing tools as part of your leadership 
development offering.

Lesson topics include:

	ƽ What is Neurocoaching?

	ƽ The importance of self-care

	ƽ The science of meditation

	ƽ Neurofeedback applied to leadership

	ƽ The importance of sleep

	ƽ Gut Health

	ƽ Breathing techniques

	ƽ Supporting your brain with aromatherapy

	ƽ Enhancing communication

	ƽ Neuro games and the power of play

DEBRIEFING THE 
i4 NEUROLEADER™ 

ASSESSMENTC
In Module C you will gain the expertise and the 
confidence on how to use the i4 Neuroleader™ 
Assessment when conducting a feedback session 
with your clients.

Lesson topics include:

	ƽ Why is feedback important?

	ƽ Recalibrating the brain with feedback

	ƽ Tips to conduct an effective debrief session

	ƽ Preparing yourself for a debrief

	ƽ Coach-led vs. self-paced virtual debrief

	ƽ Role plays and debrief demonstrations

	ƽ Access to the debrief guide for i4 Practitioners

	ƽ What makes the i4 Neuroleader™ Assessment unique
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CREATING 
BRAIN-FRIENDLY 

CULTURESE
In Module E you will delve deeper into each of the  
4 competencies and 16 pillars of the i4 Neuroleader™ 
Model to learn how to conduct short deep dive 
workshops in a face-to-face or virtual format. This will 
assist you in creating brain-friendly organisations.

Lesson topics include:

	ƽ How to build brain-friendly cultures

	ƽ Driving change with the brain in mind

	ƽ People and Culture

	ƽ i4 Neuroleader™ big picture deployment

	ƽ Tactics to launch and roll-out the  
i4 Neuroleader™ Program

	ƽ How to run a virtual program with i4

	ƽ Written / Video Facilitator Guides for delivering  
20 x i4 Neuroleader™ Program Deep Dive Sessions

ASSIGNMENT 2
Assignment 2 consists of conducting 2 practice debrief 
sessions using the i4 Neuroleader™Assessment.  

You can choose to do this exercise with a client, 
colleague, friend or family member. 

Before moving onto Module E, you will need to:

 ƽ Invite 2 Participants to complete the assessment

 ƽ Conduct the 2 debrief sessions

 ƽ Write a 500 word reflection on your experience

 ƽ Complete a knowledge quiz
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Assignment 3 is the final step to acquire  
your certification and be awarded the title of  
i4 Neuroleader™ Practitioner.

Through a written and video journal submission,  
you will have the opportunity to offer insights about 
your experience and to present on how you are going 
to apply the i4 Neuroleader™ Model & Methodology  
to your practice. 

To finalise your Certification, you will need to:

 ƽ Write a 1,000 word reflection on your insights or 
learnings and how you are planning to use this 
new knowledge with your clients and/or in your 
personal life.

 ƽ Film a 5 min video (can be a phone or webcam 
recording) explaining or pitching the concepts  
of the i4 Neuroleader™ Model, Methodology and 
Assessment to a potential audience. This is your 
opportunity to be creative and practise.

 ƽ Complete a final knowledge quiz 

After completing Assignment 3 your certificate of 
completion will be automatically generated. This 
award will display your ICF CCE and CPD points.

ASSIGNMENT 3 
CERTIFICATION 

ENDS HEREWORKING 
WITH USF

In Module F you will get to know the in’s and out’s  
of working with us, how to use and commercialise  
the i4 Neuroleader™ Assessment and use the 
incredible set of resources so you can focus on  
your most precious asset, your client.

Lesson topics include:

	ƽ Sales process & consulting Ideas

	ƽ Pricing options & proposal samples

	ƽ How to talk about i4 to the people 
in your organisation

	ƽ How to answer the ‘ROI’ question

	ƽ Perspectives from an Internal OD consultant

	ƽ Commercialising i4

	ƽ The basics of selling

	ƽ Insights after running an i4 Neuroleader™ Program

	ƽ Guidelines & Resources

	ƽ Brand guidelines

	ƽ Graphic assets

	ƽ Social media and marketing
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THE 
NEUROBIOLOGY 
OF COACHING1

In Part 1 we will be exploring the foundations of 
coaching and supercharging your practice with the 
use of feedback. From the beginning, you will have 
the opportunity to network with other colleagues 
and participate in a supervised coaching practice. 
As we progress through the weeks, you will listen 
from experienced coaches who will share their tips to 
building a successful coaching career and how they 
have become ‘neurocoaches’ (or brain-friendly coaches)  
to advance their practice and become more effective.

Lesson topics include:

 ƽ Welcome to the exciting world of  
brain-friendly coaching

 ƽ Transforming self to help others

 ƽ Coaching practice and evaluation

 ƽ Strategies to become a successful coach

 ƽ Neurobiology of Coaching

 ƽ The B.R.A.I.N. Coaching Process

 ƽ Questions, techniques and activities that  
enhance neuroplasticity

 ƽ Going in depth into brain-friendly practices

 ƽ Anatomy basics

CONTINUE WITH 
THE DIPLOMA

THE DIPLOMA COMPONENT  
CONSISTS OF 4 PARTS   
AND AN ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT  .

YOU CAN CHOOSE TO COMPLETE THE  
i4 NEUROLEADER™ CERTIFICATION 
ON ITS OWN OR UPGRADE TO THE 
6-MONTH DIPLOMA  SEE UPCOMING 
DATES ON OUR WEBSITE.

This program will help you acquire a ‘neurocoaching 
mindset’ and allow you to go deeper into how 
to evolve the competencies of performance, 
collaboration, innovation and agility once your clients 
receive their i4 Neuroleader™ Assessment results.  
You can benefit from learning the content and using 
the material as it stands in your coaching practice or 
by adopting the i4 Neuroleader™ Methodology as your 
guiding compass.

Whether you are a consultant, a coach or a leader, 
you will be taken on a journey of self-discovery that 
will not only provide you with ideas and experiences 
you can use in your own life and with clients or team 
members but will also give you the know-how to apply 
the processes, tools and protocols to develop brain-
friendly cultures.

Creating awareness on how to optimise our brains to 
achieve better results in business and, at the same 
time, knowing how to preserve the wellbeing of the 
people involved is not a simple task, and it requires a 
systematic approach. As a ‘brain-friendly coach’, you 
will be able to take the talent of any organisation to a 
new level and help establish brain-friendly conditions to 
produce a conducive environment for new knowledge 
to be shared, adopted and sustained over time.
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SPECIALTY  
THEMES3

In Part 3 we will focus on learning how to coach 
clients on a variety of topics that can impact on 
people’s performance, their ability to regulate 
emotions and manage stress. Very few programs in 
the market include this level of depth when it comes 
to understanding how biology plays a role in human 
function and the strategies you can use to improve 
and optimise our bodies and minds. These lessons will 
amplify your knowledge on how to cultivate the ability 
of integration, the first ‘i’ of the i4 Neuroleader™ Model.

Lesson topics include:

 ƽ Optimise brain/body to achieve high levels 
of performance.

 ƽ Identify an agitated nervous system and learn how 
to regulate it.

 ƽ Explore the latest research on the gut microbiome 
and the part it plays in regulating the immune 
system and the impact on mental health.

 ƽ Tools to assess the condition of your gut and  
tips to counteract microbiome imbalances with  
gut friendly foods.

 ƽ How to detect and deal with brain dysfunctions in 
coaching conversations such as ADHD, anxiety, 
depression, poor sleep, temper problems and 
addictions that can affect people’s leadership.

 ƽ Understanding and measuring meditative states to 
help clients find the most suitable technique. 

28

BUILDING A 
NEUROCOACHING 

REPERTOIRE2
In Part 2 we will focus on understanding the 
relationship between brain health, mental processing 
and the competencies of the i4 Neuroleader™ Model. 
Research has highlighted that in today’s workplaces, 
people are struggling with health related issues, 
continuous distractions and poor interpersonal skills. 
This is affecting what people want to achieve, how 
they feel, their relationships and the ability to create 
solutions in complex environments. By understanding 
the science and learning new tools and processes, 
you will be better equipped to show your clients a new 
roadmap to overcome limitations, feel more confident 
& improve their perspectives and skills.

Lesson topics include:

 ƽ Relationship between thinking, attention, learning, 
language, memory and performance. How to 
challenge ‘multitaskers’ and improve presence.

 ƽ Latest neurotechnology devices to facilitate self-
awareness and change.

 ƽ The importance of ‘belonging’ as the key to  
meet the challenges of a hybrid workplace. 
Oxytocin, trust and mirror neurons. 

 ƽ The power of recognition in your brain and how it 
impacts team collaboration.

 ƽ The R.I.R.O. model applied to coaching for 
innovation and why it works better than the 
traditional brainstorming. 

 ƽ The role of creativity across disciplines. Task-
oriented coaching vs. creativity-oriented coaching.

 ƽ Characteristics of an innovative and agile cultures 
and individual/organisational factors that support it.
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WORKING ON 
YOURSELF WITH 
THE ‘i’ ABILITIES4 APPLICATION 

OF LEARNING
ASSIGNMENT

In Part 4 we will devote our time to learn how  
to develop the remaining ‘i’ abilities of the  
i4 Neuroleader™ Model: inspiration, imagination  
and intuition. These abilities have been observed 
in world-class leaders and they are key to living a 
more fulfilled and joyful life. Through a mix of theory, 
fun activities, interesting challenges and group 
discussions, you will be able to experience the power 
of inspiration as a source of energy. You will also gain 
insights into how to awaken your imagination and 
increase your capacity to create as well as how to tap 
into your intuition.

Lesson topics include:

 ƽ Training your heart & brain for inspiration, and how 
to amplify your gravitas to influence others.

 ƽ Inspiration and its relationship to emotions,  
values and vision.

 ƽ The power of imagination and its application within 
a coaching process.

 ƽ Exploring definitions, differences and neural 
underpinnings of active imagination, visualisation 
and lateral thinking.

 ƽ Benefits of thinking less and playing more. 
The role of play, rest and day dreaming in 
creativity. Challenging the paradigm of ‘mind 
wandering’ as a ‘waste of time’.

 ƽ Personality, temperament, brain differences, 
signatures and neuromodulators.

 ƽ Brain-friendly practices to refine your intuition and 
simplify, energise and enrich your life.

 ƽ Head, heart & gut integration processes to 
become more imaginative and intuitive as a coach.

In the Final Assignment, you will have the opportunity 
to combine all the concepts and tools provided in the 
program, while practising with your own clients and 
also attending a coaching practice with your peers. 

An important aspect of the application of learning 
will consist of writing an article and doing a group 
presentation for the cohort.

The presentations will be delivered live in the last 
sessions of the program. You will have the opportunity 
to learn from your colleagues and witness the impact 
that this program has had on their lives.

To finalise your Diploma, you will need to:

 ƽ Conduct a debrief session using the  
i4 Neuroleader™ Assessment plus a follow-up 
neurocoaching session with 3 clients.

 ƽ Complete a re-measure for yourself using the 
i4 Neuroleader™ Assessment and attend a final  
90 minute one-on-one coaching session.

 ƽ  Participate in a peer-review neurocoaching &  
feedback session.

 ƽ  Write a 1,500 to 2,000 words article (individually).

 ƽ  Deliver a 10 minute presentation (in a group).

 ƽ Complete the Assignments from the asynchronous 
component (the i4 Neuroleader™ Certification).
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I'm really impressed with the i4 Neuroleader 
Model, I've seen a lot of leadership programs 
in my corporate life and this one is the first 
one that has a tangible link back to science. 

I have spent a lot of time working with teams 
and leaders - and to me - the i4 Neuroleader™ 
Assessment Tool is one that can stimulate high 

performance in the corporate world.
 
 

 

SIMON VINCENT
Supply Chain Coach & Consultant
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OUR LICENSING MODEL
& PRODUCT SUITE
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 ACTIVATION

 RENEWING YOUR LICENSE

LICENSING MODEL
i4 PRACTITIONER & i4 PARTNER

THE i4 PRACTITIONER LICENSE 
IS ACTIVATED AUTOMATICALLY 
FOR 12 MONTHS FROM  
THE MOMENT YOU ENROL  
IN THE i4 NEUROLEADER™ 
CERTIFICATION.

THE COST OF THIS LICENSE IS 
INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM 
PRICING FOR THE FIRST YEAR.

EVERY YEAR, FROM THE DATE 
OF YOUR ENROLMENT,  
YOU CAN RENEW YOUR 
LICENSE TO MAINTAIN 
CONTINUOUS ACCESS  
TO THE BENEFITS LISTED 
ON THE RIGHT  

	ƽ Purchase the i4 Neuroleader™ Assessment 
for your clients or staff in bulk at a discount.

	ƽ Access volume discounts between 5 - 25% 
for over 50 users.

	ƽ Access to a practitioner dashboard to 
manage assessments projects.

	ƽ Gain continuous access to the self-paced 
lessons of the i4 Neuroleader™ Certification 
to rewatch the video facilitator guides.

	ƽ Access to our teaching resources repository 
which includes slide decks, participant 
materials and handouts to deliver the  
i4 Neuroleader™ Program.

	ƽ Access i4 Neuroleader™ graphic assets files

	ƽ Enjoy our dedicated technical support

	ƽ Benefit from resource updates

	ƽ Have the rights to deliver programs  
using the Intellectual Property of the  
i4 Neuroleader™ Model & Methodology 
concepts within organisations.

	ƽ Gain commissions from our affiliate  
tracking links when recommending our 
i4 Neuroleader™ product suite to your 
clients (see commission levels on the right).  

 BENEFITS OF OUR LICENSES

Our licenses are designed for you to access 
the i4 Neuroleader™ Assessment at a discount 
or gain a commission when using our affiliate 
tracking links. The license also allows you to 
maintain the rights to deliver programs  
using the Intellectual Property of the  
i4 Neuroleader™ Model & Methodology.  
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Billed annually
Pricing in USD only

Local sales TAX is calculated based on billing address

i4 PRACTITIONER 
LICENSE1 i4 PARTNER 

LICENSE2

This license is for consultants and coaches who are 
passionate about developing leaders, teams and 
cultures and wish to expand their practice by using 
the i4 Neuroleader™ Assessment while accessing a 
25% discount & affiliate tracking link commission.

License includes access to: 
2 x i4 Neuroleader™ Assessment credits

We are proud to offer a generous revenue sharing model 
that gives i4 Partners the opportunity to leverage their 
time and efforts to generate significant income when 
recommending the i4 Neuroleader™ Methodology.

This license is for consultants or organisations  
who wish to access higher discounts and become 
a reselling partner for the i4 Neuroleader™ Assessment 
and the i4 Neuroleader™ Certification while accessing a 
45% discount & affiliate tracking link commission.

License includes access to: 
20 x i4 Neuroleader™ Assessment credits

US$590 US$5,900

If you want to be involved in the kind of product that can 
change the world, make a difference and release people’s  

full potential, become an i4 Practitioner.
 

 
 

TIFFANY WANN 
Learning & Development Export
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THE i4 NEUROLEADER™ ASSESSMENT
AND LEARNING RESOURCES

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE  
i4 NEUROLEADER™ ASSESSMENT 
DOWNLOAD PRODUCT GUIDE

aboutmybrain.com/i4neuroleader-guide

The i4 Neuroleader™ Assessment is a 
neurobiology-based feedback tool powered 
by a fully resourced learning space that helps 
you become more integrated, inspirational,  
imaginative and intuitive .

Participants are able to quantify their leadership 
abilities, learn to optimise brain function and 
enhance their wellbeing through a 360° feedback 
process and self-paced learning modules.

We are proud to offer one of the most cutting-edge 
leadership development programs available in 
the marketplace that supports consultants  
in content delivery and training. 

This is a scalable assessment with incredible 
learning resources that can be deployed in a  
face-to-face or virtual program as it provides 
participants with an exceptional learning 
experience. Certified i4 Practitioners can debrief, 
coach and conduct self-paced or blended training 
sessions for private coaching clients and/or 
individuals and groups within organisations. 

The assessment can be used for:

	ƽ Self-paced virtual development journeys

	ƽ Coaching/Mentoring Programs

	ƽ Team Sessions

	ƽ Leadership/Executive Development Programs

	ƽ High Potential/Talent Development Programs

	ƽ Cultural Transformation Projects

	ƽ Assessment of Candidates

	ƽ Self-Development for Students  
in Tertiary Education
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MOBILE FRIENDLY

PRINT READY PDF REPORTS

AVAILABLE IN A FEW LANGUAGES

USEFUL GROUP ANALYTICS

POWERFUL 360° FEEDBACK 
& GLOBAL BENCHMARKS

FEEDBACK ALIGNMENT ANALYTICS
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Our i4 Neuroleader™ Certification provides 
professionally designed visuals and the most 
cutting-edge content available in the market.  
If you are time-poor or lack instructional design 
experience, you can leverage our library of 
ready-made resources and slides to deliver the  
i4 Neuroleader™ Program within organisations.

As part of the i4 Neuroleader™ Certification, you will 
gain resources to conduct:

 ƽ A sales pitch

 ƽ A keynote presentation

 ƽ The i4 Neuroleader™ Program

 Ǌ Phase 1: Introductory Workshop

 Ǌ Phase 2: Deep Dive Sessions

 
These high-quality resources, slides and graphics 
have been developed to be used in conjunction 
with the i4 Neuroleader™ Assessment. To maintain 
access to our video facilitator guides we as well 
as the rights to deliver this content, your annual 
license must be kept up-to-date.

We have put together these resources to save 
you hours of preparation and to enhance the look 
and feel of your delivery toolbox. Since the topic 
of neuroscience is constantly updating, we strive to 
keep all materials relevant by adding resources to 
your dashboard on an ad-hoc basis. 

PHASE 1 MATERIALS

The aim of Phase 1 is to measure, raise awareness 
and introduce the i4 Neuroleader™  Model. 

This phase includes slides and a facilitator guide 
that will help you launch the i4 Neuroleader™ 
Assessment process and conduct a 4 hour 
Introductory Workshop.

PHASE 2 MATERIALS

The aim of Phase 2 is to develop, embed  
and remeasure the competencies of the 
i4 Neuroleader™ Model. 

This phase consists of running the Deep Dive 
Sessions of Performance, Collaboration, Innovation 
and Agility and their corresponding pillars.

The video facilitator guides, slides and  
participant materials will help you conduct 
16 different experiential workshops or virtual 
presentations on each of the pillars of the model.

After finishing Phase 2, you can use the  
i4 Neuroleader™ Assessment to remeasure 
and provide participants with individual and  
group progress reports.

THE i4 NEUROLEADER™ PROGRAM
TEACHING RESOURCES
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ENGAGING GRAPHICS

PARTICIPANT HANDOUTS

20 DEEP DIVE PRESENTATIONS

BEAUTIFUL DESIGN

PRINTABLE PDFs

TEACHING SLIDES
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MEET THE TEAM & FACULTY
LEARN FROM A VARIETY OF EXPERTS

Author 
‘Conversational Intelligence’

Director 
Centre for Brain, Consciousness & 
Cognition, Maharishi University, USA

Author 
‘mBraining’

Dean 
College of Integrative Medicine
Maharishi University, USA

Managing Director & CEO 
OFX

Former Premier 
Queensland Government, Australia

Co-Founder & Director 
Syzygy Dance Project

Director 
G Oppenheimer Center for Neurobiology 
of Stress & Resilience, UCLA, USA

President 
Advisian Digital,

Associate Professor
College of Applied Science
Oslo & Akerahus University, Norway

Head of User Experience
InteraXon
Toronto, Canada

Medical Director
Amen Clinics, USA

Former CEO 
Heart Math

Global Human Resources Director 
BuroHappold Engineering

Sleep Expert & Author  
The Sleep Diet

CEO & Co-Founder 
Advanced Brain Monitoring
Carlsbad, USA

JUDITH GLASER

DR. FRED TRAVIS

GRANT SOOSALU

DR. ROBERT SCHNEIDER

BRADLEY ANDREWS

DR. HARALD HARUNG

JAY VIDYARTHI

DR. ROBERT JOHNSON

SKANDER MALCOLM

ANNA BLIGH

SYLVIE MINOT

DR. EMERAN MAYER

BRUCE CRYER

MISTI MELVILLE

DR. CARMEL HARRINGTON

CHRIS BERKA
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OUR PROGRAMS SHOWCASE 
A CROSS-DISCIPLINARY TEAM 
OF LEADERSHIP EXPERTS, 
BUSINESS LEADERS, COACHES, 
STRATEGISTS, DOCTORS, 
DESIGNERS, SCIENTISTS & 
RESEARCHERS WHO ARE 
FREQUENT CONTRIBUTORS 
AND PASSIONATE  
ABOUT CREATING A  
BRAIN-FRIENDLY WORLD!

YOU WILL ALSO RECEIVE 
ACCESS TO 16 EXCLUSIVE 
INTERVIEWS WITH EXPERTS, 
FEATURED IN OUR 8-TIME 
AWARD WINNING  
‘MAKE ME A LEADER’ 
DOCUMENTARY.

aboutmybrain.com/makemealeader
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Interaction Designer

DR. PHIL GOUGH

Founder & CEO

Program Manager & Psychologist

Human Resources Professional

Executive Coach & LATAM President

L&D ProfessionalAromatherapy Specialist

Strategy, Leadership & Psychotherapy

Senior Executive Coach

Brain Coach

Executive Coach

Communication Expert Chief Creative Officer

SILVIA DAMIANO

AGUSTINA YASIELSKI

KATIE HANCOCK

KATHARINE  MCLENNAN

RAMIRO BARRIONUEVO

FLOR PEDROLA

GINA HAJDU

RICARDO GONZALEZ

MELINDA HILLSKATHRYN VAN DER STEEGE

DAVID MCCUBBIN RELMI DAMIANO

High Performance Coach

GARRY MILLS

Executive & Wellbeing Coach

SACHA DAMIANO

Leadership Expert & Europe President

JUAN CARLOS CUBEIRO 

MEET THE TEAM & FACULTY
LEARN FROM A VARIETY OF EXPERTS
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Neurogames Expert

EI & Positive Psychology Expert

Neuroscientist & Business Leader

Product Designer

Gut Health Practitioner

Executive Coach & Trainer

Yoga & Wellness Instructor

General Council

Education Expert & Business Leader

MORWEENA SHAHANI

Coach & Brand Expert

MARK HODGSON

CLEMENCIA GONZALEZ

SUE LANGLEY

Neuroscientist & Associate Professor

DR. KAUSHIK RAM

Business Leader

BEN MCNEVIN

GUS RICKARD

Science Researcher

NICOLE LYONS

BLYTHE ROWE

Hugh Performance Coach

JON PRATLETT

Leadership Coach

CLARE EDWARDS

DR. LANA LEDGERWOOD

HALLAN MOULIN

L&D Professional

ALEXIS HILL

Innovation & Technology Specialist

DR. JORDAN NGUYEN

L&D Professional

SU OWEN

MADELYN BEAUFILS

JOANNE KEEN

Executive Coach

ALISON PATE

Executive Coach

RON SEPIELLI
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There are three reasons why we believe our 
mission is of paramount importance:

	ƽ The first is to address the leadership skills 
shortage by ensuring that organisations have 
access to a science-based development 
technology that can help them attract and 
retain the right talent. 

	ƽ The second is to help leaders sustain their  
wellbeing and their capacity to adapt and 
perform as they face never-ending demands 
and continuous change. 

	ƽ The third is to advance the future of the 
leadership development profession by training 
consultants in brain-friendly practices. 

We now know that anyone can rewire their brains 
to unleash the potential within. Ultimately, better 
brains create better leaders and workplaces.

In 2009, mother and daughter team,  
Silvia and Relmi Damiano founded the  
About my Brain Institute to democratise 
LEADERSHIP  & NEUROSCIENCE   
and shake up how we develop the human,  
the leader and the creative we all carry within.

With 20 years of experience under Silvia Damiano's 
belt transforming leaders and cultures paired with 
Relmi’s user-centred design and digital strategy 
expertise, they released the i4 Neuroleader™ 
Model, Methodology & Assessment after four years 
of research and development.

The purpose of their i4 Neuroleader™ Methodology 
is to create brain-friendly leaders for the future, 
leaders who are more conscious, ethical, 
compassionate, healthy, integrated, imaginative, 
intuitive and inspirational. Since its inception in 
2013, we have certified hundreds of practitioners 
in the i4 Neuroleader™ Methodology across every 
continent and ran numerous events and brain-
friendly programs in public & private organisations.

OUR VISION  IS TO  
CREATE A BRAIN-FRIENDLY 
WORLD BY PROVIDING  
A CUTTING-EDGE  
METHODOLOGY & LEARNING 
RESOURCES TO ASSIST 
CORPORATIONS AND THEIR 
PEOPLE TO BECOME MORE 
BALANCED, AUTHENTIC, 
CONFIDENT, PRODUCTIVE  
AND HAPPIER.

SILVIA DAMIANO

RELMI DAMIANO
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A FINAL HEART FELT
MESSAGE
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T H E  A B O U T  MY  B R A I N  I N S T I T U T E

CREATING A
BRAIN
FRIENDLY
WORLD

��WWW.ABOUTMYBRAIN.COM

��HELLO@ABOUTMYBRAIN.COM

https://blog.aboutmybrain.com
https://aboutmybrain.com
mailto:hello%40aboutmybrain.com?subject=
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